
Sr.No. QUESTION A B C D

1 1. What is an external sorting algorithm?

a) Algorithm 

that uses tape 

or disk during 

the sort

b) Algorithm that uses main memory during 

the sort

c) Algorithm that 

involves 

swapping

d) Algorithm that 

are considered ‘in 

place’

2 2. What is an internal sorting algorithm?

a) Algorithm 

that uses tape 

or disk during 

the sort

b) Algorithm that uses main memory during 

the sort

c) Algorithm that 

involves 

swapping

d) Algorithm that 

are considered ‘in 

place’

3 3. What is the worst case complexity of bubble sort? a) O(nlogn) b) O(logn) c) O(n) d) O(n2)

4 4. What is the average case complexity of bubble sort? a) O(nlogn) b) O(logn) c) O(n) d) O(n2)

5

5. Which of the following is not an advantage of optimised bubble 

sort over other sorting techniques in case of sorted elements? a) It is faster b) Consumes less memory

c) Detects 

whether the input 

is already sorted

d) Consumes less 

time

6

6. The given array is arr = {1, 2, 4, 3}. Bubble sort is used to sort the 

array elements. How many iterations will be done to sort the array? a) 4 b) 2 c) 1 d) 0

7

7. What is the best case efficiency of bubble sort in the improvised 

version? a) O(nlogn) b) O(logn) c) O(n) d) O(n2)

8 8. What is an in-place sorting algorithm?

a) It needs O(1) 

or O(logn) 

memory to 

create auxiliary 

locations b) The input is already sorted and in-place

c) It requires 

additional 

storage

d) It requires 

additional space

9 9. In the following scenarios, when will you use selection sort?

a) The input is 

already sorted b) A large file has to be sorted

c) Large values 

need to be 

sorted with small 

keys

d) Small values 

need to be sorted 

with large keys

10 10. What is the worst case complexity of selection sort? a) O(nlogn) b) O(logn) c) O(n) d) O(n2)

11

11. What is the advantage of selection sort over other sorting 

techniques?

a) It requires no 

additional 

storage space b) It is scalable

c) It works best 

for inputs which 

are already 

sorted

d) It is faster than 

any other sorting 

technique

12 12. What is the average case complexity of selection sort? a) O(nlogn) b) O(logn) c) O(n) d) O(n2)

13 13. What is the disadvantage of selection sort?

a) It requires 

auxiliary 

memory b) It is not scalable

c) It can be used 

for small keys

d) It takes linear 

time to sort the 

elements

14 14. What is the best case complexity of selection sort? a) O(nlogn) b) O(logn) c) O(n) d) O(n2)

15 15. How many passes does an insertion sort algorithm consist of? a) N b) N-1 c) N+1 d) N2

16

16. Which of the following algorithm implementations is similar to 

that of an insertion sort? a) Binary heap b) Quick sort c) Merge sort d) Radix sort
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17

17. What is the average case running time of an insertion sort 

algorithm? a) O(N) b) O(N log N) c) O(log N) d) O(N2)

18

18. Which of the following sorting algorithms is the fastest for sorting 

small arrays? a) Quick sort b) Insertion sort c) Shell sort d) Heap sort

19

19. For the best case input, the running time of an insertion sort 

algorithm is? a) Linear b) Binary c) Quadratic

d) Depends on the 

input

20

20. Which of the following examples represent the worst case input 

for an insertion sort?

a) array in 

sorted order b) array sorted in reverse order

c) normal 

unsorted array d) large array

21

21. Which of the following is good for sorting arrays having less than 

100 elements? a) Quick Sort b) Selection Sort c) Merge Sort d) Insertion Sort

22 22. Which of the following is not an exchange sort? a) Bubble Sort b) Quick Sort

c) Partition-

exchange Sort d) Insertion Sort

23

23. Which of the following sorting algorithm is best suited if the 

elements are already sorted? a) Heap Sort b) Quick Sort c) Insertion Sort d) Merge Sort

24 24. What is the auxiliary space complexity of merge sort? a) O(1) b) O(log n) c) O(n) d) O(n log n)

25 25. What is the worst case time complexity of merge sort? a) O(n log n) b) O(n2) c) O(n2 log n) d) O(n log n2)

26 26. Which of the following method is used for sorting in merge sort? a) merging b) partitioning c) selection d) exchanging

27 27. Which of the following is not a stable sorting algorithm? a) Quick sort b) Cocktail sort c) Bubble sort d) Merge sort

28

28. Which of the following stable sorting algorithm takes the least 

time when applied to an almost sorted array? a) Quick sort b) Insertion sort c) Selection sort d) Merge sort

29 29. What is the average running time of a quick sort algorithm? a) O(N2) b) O(N) c) O(N log N) d) O(log N)

30

30. Which of the following sorting algorithms is used along with 

quick sort to sort the sub arrays? a) Merge sort b) Shell sort c) Insertion sort d) Bubble sort

31 31. On which algorithm is heap sort based on?

a) Fibonacci 

heap b) Binary tree c) Priority queue d) FIFO

32 32. In what time can a binary heap be built? a) O(N) b) O(N log N) c) O(log N) d) O(N2)

33

33. In heap sort, after deleting the last minimum element, the array 

will contain elements in?

a) increasing 

sorting order b) decreasing sorting order c) tree inorder d) tree preorder

34 34. What is the typical running time of a heap sort algorithm? a) O(N) b) O(N log N) c) O(log N) d) O(N2)

35

35. How many arrays are required to perform deletion operation in a 

heap? a) 1 b) 2 c) 3 d) 4

36 36. What is the time taken to perform a delete min operation? a) O(N) b) O(N log N) c) O(log N) d) O(N2)

37 37. What is the typical running time of a heap sort algorithm? a) O(N) b) O(N log N) c) O(log N) d) O(N2)

38

38. What is the worst case complexity of binary search using 

recursion? a) O(nlogn) b) O(logn) c) O(n) d) O(n2)

39

39. What is the average case time complexity of binary search using 

recursion? a) O(nlogn) b) O(logn) c) O(n) d) O(n2)

40 40. Which of the following is not an application of binary search?

a) To find the 

lower/upper 

bound in an 

ordered 

sequence b) Union of intervals c) Debugging

d) To search in 

unordered list

41 41. Binary Search can be categorized into which of the following?

a) Brute Force 

technique b) Divide and conquer

c) Greedy 

algorithm

d) Dynamic 

programming

42 42. What is the time complexity of binary search with iteration? a) O(nlogn) b) O(logn) c) O(n) d) O(n2)



43

43. Heap sort is an implementation of ____________ using a 

descending priority queue. a) insertion sort b) selection sort c) bubble sort d) merge sort

44 44. Which one of the following is a variation of Heap sort? a) Comb sort b) Smooth sort

c) Binary tree 

sort d) Shell sort

45

45. The given array is arr = {1,2,4,3}. Bubble sort is used to sort the 

array elements. How many iterations will be done to sort the array 

with improvised version? a) 4 b) 2 c) 1 d) 0

46 46.Binary search is ____ type of search.

a) Linear 

search b) Non linear search

c) Address 

calculation 

search d) A and B

47 47. In ___type of search the list is divided in to two parts.

a) Linear 

search b) Binary search

c) random 

search

d) Sequential 

search

48 48. The complexity of Binary search algorithm is a) O (n) b) O (log n) c) O (n2) d) O (logn2)

49 49. .Binary search can be applied on the sorted __________. a) array or list. b) Arguments c) Queues d) pointers.

50

50. In binary search, we compare the value with the elements in the 

__________ position of the array. a) right b) Left c) Random d) middle

51

51. Depth First Search is equivalent to which of the traversal in the 

Binary Trees?

a) Pre-order 

Traversal b) Post-order Traversal

c) Level-order 

Traversal

d) In-order 

Traversal

52

52. Time Complexity of DFS is? (V – number of vertices, E – number 

of edges) a) O(V + E) b) O(V) c) O(E) d) O(V*E)

53

53. The Data structure used in standard implementation of Breadth 

First Search is? a) Stack b) Queue c) Linked List d) Tree

54 54. The Depth First Search traversal of a graph will result into? a) Linked List b) Tree

c) Graph with 

back edges d) Array

55

55. A person wants to visit some places. He starts from a vertex and 

then wants to visit every vertex till it finishes from one vertex, 

backtracks and then explore other vertex from same vertex. What 

algorithm he should use?

a) Depth First 

Search b) Breadth First Search

c) Trim’s 

algorithm

d) Kruskal’s 

Algorithm

56

56. Which of the following is not an application of Depth First 

Search?

a) For 

generating 

topological sort 

of a graph

b) For generating Strongly Connected 

Components of a directed graph

c) Detecting 

cycles in the 

graph

d) Peer to Peer 

Networks

57 57. When the Depth First Search of a graph is unique?

a) When the 

graph is a 

Binary Tree b) When the graph is a Linked List

c) When the 

graph is a n-ary 

Tree

d) When the graph 

is a ternary Tree

58

58. Regarding implementation of Depth First Search using stacks, 

what is the maximum distance between two nodes present in the 

stack? (considering each edge length 1)

a) Can be 

anything b) 0 c) At most 1

d) Insufficient 

Information

59 59. In Depth First Search, how many times a node is visited? a) Once b) Twice

c) Equivalent to 

number of 

indegree of the 

node d) Thrice

60 60. Which of the following data structure is used to implement BFS? a) linked list b) tree c) stack d) queue



61

61. Choose the incorrect statement about DFS and BFS from the 

following?

a) BFS is 

equivalent to 

level order 

traversal in 

trees

b) DFS is equivalent to post order traversal in 

trees

c) DFS and BFS 

code has the 

same time 

complexity

d) BFS is 

implemented using 

queue

62 62. Which of the following data structure is used to implement DFS? a) linked list b) tree c) stack d) queue

63

63. Which of the following traversal in a binary tree is similar to 

depth first traversal? a) level order b) post order c) pre order d) in order

64

64. Which of the following is the most widely used external memory 

data structure? a) AVL tree b) B-tree c) Red-black tree

d) Both AVL tree 

and Red-black tree

65

65. Breadth First Search is equivalent to which of the traversal in the 

Binary Trees?

a) Pre-order 

Traversal b) Post-order Traversal

c) Level-order 

Traversal

d) In-order 

Traversal

66

66.A graph having an edge from each vertex to every other vertex is 

called a ___________

a) Tightly 

Connected b) Strongly Connected

c) Weakly 

Connected

d) Loosely 

Connected

67

67. The Data structure used in standard implementation of Breadth 

First Search is? a) Stack b) Queue c) Linked List d) Tree

68 68. The Breadth First Search traversal of a graph will result into? a) Linked List b) Tree

c) Graph with 

back edges d) Arrays

69

69. A person wants to visit some places. He starts from a vertex and 

then wants to visit every place connected to this vertex and so on. 

What algorithm he should use?

a) Depth First 

Search b) Breadth First Search

c) Trim’s 

algorithm

d) Kruskal’s 

algorithm

70 70. When the Breadth First Search of a graph is unique?

a) When the 

graph is a 

Binary Tree b) When the graph is a Linked List

c) When the 

graph is a n-ary 

Tree

d) When the graph 

is a Ternary Tree

71

71. Regarding implementation of Breadth First Search using queues, 

what is the maximum distance between two nodes present in the 

queue? (considering each edge length 1)

a) Can be 

anything b) 0 c) At most 1

d) Insufficient 

Information

72 72. In BFS, how many times a node is visited? a) Once b) Twice

c) Equivalent to 

number of 

indegree of the 

node d) Thrice

73 73. Who published the B* search algorithm? a) Peter Hart b) Nils Nilsson

c) Bertram 

Raphael d) Hans Berliner

74

74. The travelling salesman problem can be solved using 

_________

a) A spanning 

tree b) A minimum spanning tree

c) Bellman – 

Ford algorithm d) DFS traversal

75

75. Which of the following is not the algorithm to find the minimum 

spanning tree of the given graph?

a) Boruvka’s 

algorithm b) Prim’s algorithm

c) Kruskal’s 

algorithm

d) Bellman–Ford 

algorithm

76 76. Kruskal’s algorithm is used to ______

a) find 

minimum 

spanning tree b) find single source shortest path

c) find all pair 

shortest path 

algorithm

d) traverse the 

graph

77 77. Kruskal’s algorithm is a ______

a) divide and 

conquer 

algorithm b) dynamic programming algorithm

c) greedy 

algorithm

d) approximation 

algorithm



78 78. Which of the following statements for a simple graph is correct?

a) Every path is 

a trail b) Every trail is a path

c) Every trail is a 

path as well as 

every path is a 

trail

d) Path and trail 

have no relation

79 79. What is the time complexity of Kruskal’s algorithm? a) O(log V) b) O(E log V) c) O(E2) d) O(V log E)

80 80. Which of the following is true?

a) Prim’s 

algorithm can 

also be used 

for 

disconnected 

graphs

b) Kruskal’s algorithm can also run on the 

disconnected graphs

c) Prim’s 

algorithm is 

simpler than 

Kruskal’s 

algorithm

d) In Kruskal’s sort 

edges are added to 

MST in decreasing 

order of their 

weights

81 81. Which of the following is false about the Kruskal’s algorithm?

a) It is a greedy 

algorithm

b) It constructs MST by selecting edges in 

increasing order of their weights

c) It can accept 

cycles in the 

MST

d) It uses union-

find data structure

82

82.Which of the following is the name of the node having child 

nodes? a) Brother b) Sister c) Mother d) Parent

83 83. Which of the following is true?

a) Prim’s 

algorithm 

initialises with a 

vertex b) Prim’s algorithm initialises with a edge

c) Prim’s 

algorithm 

initialises with a 

vertex which has 

smallest edge

d) Prim’s algorithm 

initialises with a 

forest

84 84. Which of the following properties does a simple graph not hold?

a) Must be 

connected b) Must be unweighted

c) Must have no 

loops or multiple 

edges

d) Must have no 

multiple edges

85

85. Worst case is the worst case time complexity of Prim’s algorithm 

if adjacency matrix is used? a) O(log V) b) O(V2) c) O(E2) d) O(V log E)

86 86. Prim’s algorithm is a ______

a) Divide and 

conquer 

algorithm b) Greedy algorithm

c) Dynamic 

Programming

d) Approximation 

algorithm

87 87. Prim’s algorithm is also known as __________

a) 

Dijkstra–Scholt

en algorithm b) Borůvka’s algorithm

c) 

Floyd–Warshall 

algorithm d) DJP Algorithm

88

88. Prim’s algorithm can be efficiently implemented using _____ for 

graphs with greater density. a) d-ary heap b) linear search c) fibonacci heap d) binary search

89 89. Which of the following is false about Prim’s algorithm?

a) It is a greedy 

algorithm

b) It constructs MST by selecting edges in 

increasing order of their weights

c) It never 

accepts cycles in 

the MST

d) It can be 

implemented using 

the Fibonacci heap

90

90. Which of the following data structure is required for the 

implementation of tree sort?

a) any ordinary 

tree b) balanced tree

c) binary search 

tree d) unbalanced tree

91

91. Which of the following traversal in a binary search tree results in 

a sorted output?

a) in order 

traversal b) pre order traversal

c) post order 

traversal

d) breadth first 

traversal

92 92. Which of the following sorting algorithm is stable?

a) Selection 

sort b) Quick sort c) Tree sort d) Heap sort

93 93. Which of the following is a comparison based sort? a) tree sort b) radix sort c) counting sort d) pigeonhole sort

94 94. What is the average case time complexity of tree sort? a) O(n) b) O(n log n) c) O(n2) d) O(log n)



95 95. What is the best case time complexity of tree sort? a) O(n) b) O(n log n) c) O(n2) d) O(log n)

96

96. What is the worst case time complexity of tree sort (when 

implemented with a balanced tree)? a) O(n) b) O(n log n) c) O(n2) d) O(log n)

97 97. What is the auxiliary space complexity of tree sort? a) O(1) b) O(n) c) O(log n) d) O(n log n)

98 98. Which of the following is not true about tree sort?

a) it is not an in 

place sorting 

algorithm b) its every implementation is adaptive

c) it requires in 

order traversal of 

BST for sorting 

input elements d) it is a stable sort

99 99. Which of the following sorting algorithm is not in place? a) insertion sort b) quick sort c) tree sort d) gnome sort

100 100. Which of the following is not an advantage of tree sort?

a) it has a low 

space 

complexity

b) it has good time complexity for balanced 

BST

c) it is an online 

sorting algorithm

d) it is stable 

sorting algorithm



Sr No QUESTION A B C D ANSWER

1 Stack Works on the _________Principle. Last in First Out Last in Last Out First in First Out First in Last Out Last in First Out

2
The Elements in the stacks are added or removed only 

from___________ Position.
Bottom Top First  last Top

3 Push Operation is used to ____________ a new element in the stack. Remove Delete Insert return Insert 

4
___________Operation return the value of topmost element in the 

stack.
Push Peek pop None Peek

5
The ___________ Operation remove element which is the top most 

position.
Pop Push Peek B & C both Pop 

6
In a Stack,if a user tries to remove an element from empty stack it is 

called _____________.
Underflow Empty Collection Overflow Garbage Collection Underflow

7
Pushing an element into stack already having five element and stack 

size of 5,then stack becomes _____________ .
Overflow Crash Underflow Userflow Overflow

8
Entries in a stack are "orderd" What is the Meanng of the Statements 

? 

A Collection Of 

Stack is Sortable

Stack Entries may 

be compared with 

the '<'operation

The entries are 

store in a linked 

list

The entries are 

store in a linked list The entries are store in a 

linked list

9 Which of the following is not the application of stack?
A parentless 

balancing program

tracking of local 

variable at run 

time

Compiler syntax 

Analyzer

Data transfer 

between two 

asynchronus process

Data transfer between two 

asynchronus process

10

Consider the usual algorithm for detrmining whether a sequence of 

parentheses is balanced the maximum number of parentheses that 

appeare on the stack AT ANY ONE TIME when the algorithm 

analyzer : (( )(( ))(( ))) are :

1 2 3 4 or more 3

11 what is the value of the post fix expression 6324+ - * ? 1 40 74 -18 -18

12 The post fix from of A*B+C/D  is ? *AB/CD+ AB*CD/+ A*BC+/D ABCD+/* AB*CD/+

13 Stack in Data Structure is ______________ . LIFO FIFO LIFO None LIFO

14

User perfor Following Operation on stack of Size 5 then                 

Push (1);                                                                                          Pop 

()                                                                                                                         

Push (2);                                                                                                   

Push (3);                                                                                                

Pop ();                                                                                                      

push (4);                                                                                                 

pop( );                                                                                                             

pop( );                                                                                                              

push (5);                                                                                              at 

the end of last operation total no.fo elements present in the stacks are 

_________________

2 1 4 3 1
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15

Consider stack is implemented using the array                                    # 

define MAX 10                                                                                    

struct STACK                                                                                                          

{                                                                                                              

int arr[MAX]                                                                                                    

int top = _______________;                                                                                          

}

Garbage 1 -1 0 -1

16

Consider stack is implemented using the array                                    # 

define MAX 10                                                                                    

struct STACK                                                                                            

{                                                                                                                    

int arr [MAX]                                                                                                

int top = -1                                                                                                                  

}                                                                                                                                                                        

9 11 10 ANY OTHER 9

17
What will be the postfix expression for following infix expression    b 

* c + d / e       
bcd*e/+ b*cde/+ bc*de/+ bc*de+/ bc*de/+

18
Expresion in which Operator is written after operand is called as 

____________ .
Infix Expression Postfix Expression Prefix Expression None Postfix Expression

19 Which of the following is an example of postfix expression None *+ABC ABC^/DE*+AC*- (A+B)/C ABC^/DE*+AC*-

20
Convert the following infix expression to postfix expression 

A/B^C+D*E-A*C
ABC^/DE*+A*C- ABC^/D*E+AC*- ABC^/DE*+AC*- ABC/^DE*+AC*- ABC^/DE*+AC*-

21 In computer generally __________Expression are preferred. Infix  postfix  Prefix  All Prefix  

22
Data Structure required to evaluate infix to postfix 

is_______________ .
Heap stack  Pointer Queue stack  

23

If the sequence of operation                                                         PUSH 

(1)                                                                                      PUSH (2)                                                                                               

POP                                                                                                            

PUSH(2)                                                                                                   

POP                                                                                                        

POP                                                                                                       

POP                                                                                                          

PUSH(2)                                                                                                    

POP                                                                                                   are 

performed on a stack the sequence of popped out values are ?

22112 21221 21222 22122 22112

24 Stack Can not be used to

Evaluation Of 

Expressingin pastfix 

form

Allocating 

Resourses & 

Scheduling 

Implementation of 

Recursion
Reversing String

Allocating Resourses & 

Scheduling 

25 Expression  1*2^3*4^5*6  is evaluated as :- 173458 32^30 162^30 49152 49152

26 Which of the following is useful in the implementation of quick sort? Set Queue List Stack Stack

27
List of Data in which element can be inserted & removed at the same 

end is called as_________________ .
Stack List Queue Array Stack

28 Adding element to Stack Mean_______________ .
Placing element at 

the rear end

Placing element at 

the top

Placing element at 

the front end
None

Placing element at the top

29 Pushing element in the stack mean ___________ . 
Searching element in 

the stack

Adding elment in 

the stack

Removing element 

from stack

sorting element from 

the stack

Adding elment in the 

stack

30 Postfix form of following infix expression is   (A+B)*(C+D-E)*F AB+CD-EF+-** ABCDEF*-+*= AB+CD+E-*F* AB+CDE+-*F* AB+CDE+-*F*



31 Stack can be implemented using_________&_______ . Queue & Graph
Array & Linked 

list
Array & Graph Trees & Linked list AB+CDE+-*F*

32
Well formed parenthesis can be checked using following data 

structure
Hash map Stack List Queue Stack

33
When user switch from one fuunction to other then details of previous 

function are stored into the Stack.
True FALSE  True 

34 Postfix form of  (A+B)*C AB+C* AB*C+ ABC*+ ABC+* AB+C*

35 Postfix form of A+(B*C) ABC+* AB+C* AB*C+ ABC*+ ABC*+

36

consider the following                                                                          1. 

The Five Item : P,Q,R,S,T are inserted into stack A are after other 

starting from T in reverse Order.                                                        2. 

The stack is poped three time & each element is inserted into another 

stack B.                                                                                                  

3. Then two element are deleted from the stack B & pushed back onto 

stack A.                                                                                                         

What are the topmast elements of stack A & B Respectively.

Q P R P Q R R Q QP

37

An item that is read as an input can be either pushed to a stack & later 

popped & printed,or printed directly which of the following will be 

the output if the input is the sequnce of item 1,2,3,4,5 ?

3  4 5 2 1 3 4 5 1 2 1 5 2 3 4 5 4 3 1 2 3  4 5 2 1

38
The Process of Accessing data stored in a serial acces memory is 

similer to manipulating data on a ______ . 
Heap Binary Tree Array  Stack Stack

39 Which Data Structure is used for implementing recusion Queue  Stack Array List Stack

40
Which Of the Following Statements About Stack data structure is /are 

NOT Correct 

Stack Data Structure 

can be implemented 

using link list

New node can 

only be added at 

the top of the stack

Stack is the FIFO 

data Structure

The Last node at the 

stack has a NULL 

link

Stack is the FIFO data 

Structure

41
Consider the linked list implementation of stack which of the 

following node is consider as top of the stack?
First Node Last Node Any Middle Node First Node

42 which of the following is not an inherent application of stack? Reversing a string
Evaluation of 

postfix Expression

Implementation of 

Recursion
Job Scheduling Job Scheduling

43
Which of the Following operation take worst case linear time in the 

array implementation of stack?
Push Pop Is empty None None

44 The type of expression in which operator succeeds its operands is ? Infix Expression Prefix expression Postfix expression All Postfix expression

45 Which of the Following application generally use stack ?
Parenthesis balancing 

programme

Syntax analyzer in 

compiler

Keeping track of 

local variable at 

run time

All of the above All of the above

46
What is the minimum number of stack n required to implement a que 

of size n ?
One Two Three Four Two

47
If the elements "A","B","C",& "D" are placed in a stack & are deleted 

one at a time in what order will they be removed ?
ABCD DCBA DCAB ABDC DCBA

48

A liner list of elements in which deletion can be done from end 

(front)& insertion can take place only at the other end (rear) is known 

as a?

Queue Stack Tree Linked list Queue

49 The Data structure required for Breadth first traversal on a graph is? Stack Array  Queue Tree  Queue

50 A queue is a ______________? FIFO LIFO FILO LILO FIFO

51
In Breadth first Search of Graph,which of the following data structure 

is used ?
Stack Queue Linked list None Queue



52
if the element 'A','B','C' & 'D'are placed in a queue & are deleted one 

at a time, in what order will they be removed ? 
ABCD DCBA DBAC ABDC ABCD

53
In linked list Implimentation of a queue,where does a new element be 

inserted ?

At the head of linked 

list 

At the tail og the 

link list

At center position 

in the link list
None At the tail og the link list

54
In the array implimentation of circular queqe, which of the following 

operation take worst case linear time ?
insertion Delation to empty a queue None None

55

If the MAX_ SIZE is the size of the array used on the implementation 

of circular queue How is rear manipulated while inserting an element 

in the queue ?

rear=(rear%1)+MAX

_SIZE

Rear=rear % 

9MAX_SIZE+1)

rear=(Rear+1)%M

AX_SIZE

rear=Rear+1(%MA

X_SIZE

rear=(Rear+1)%MAX_SI

ZE

56
A Data Structure in which element can be inserted or deleted at /from 

both the ends but not in the middle is ?
Queue Circuler queue Dequeue Priority queue Dequeue

57

In a linked list implemaentation of a queue front & rear pointers are 

tracked which of these pointers will changed during an insertion into 

a NON EMPTY queue ?

Only one pointer Only Rear Pointer
Both Front & rear 

pointer 
None Of the Above Only Rear Pointer

58
A normal queue if Implemented using an array of size MAX__SiZE 

gets full when 
Rear=MAX_SIZE -1

Front 

=(rear+1)mod 

MAX_SIZE 

front =rear +1 rear = front Rear=MAX_SIZE -1

59 circular queue ia also known as _____ . Ring Buffer Square Buffer Rectangle Buffer Curve Buffer Ring Buffer

60 Queues serve major role in ________________ .
Simulation of 

recursion

simulation of 

orbitrary linked 

list

Simulation of 

limited resource 

allocation

simulation of heap 

sort

Simulation of limited 

resource allocation

61 which of the following is not type of queue? ordinary queue single ended queue circular queue Priority queue single ended queue

62 which one of the following is an application of queue data structure ?

When a resourses is 

shared among 

multiple consumers

when data is 

transferred 

asynchronously 

between two 

process

Load balancing All Of the Above All Of the Above

63

How many stack are needed to implement a queue ?                

consider the situation where no other data structure like arrays,linked 

list is available to you

1 2 3 4 2

64
Which of the following is true about linked list implementation of 

queue?

In push operation , if 

new node are 

inserted at the 

bebinning of linked 

list,then in pop 

operation,nodes must 

be removed from end

in push 

operation,if new 

nodes are inserted 

at the end,then in 

pop operation 

nodes must be 

removed from the 

beginning

Both A & B None Both A & B

65

In linked list Implimentation of a queue,if only front pointer is 

maintained which of the following operation take worst case linear 

time .

Insertion Delation to empty a queue
Both insertion & 

empty a queue

Both insertion & empty a 

queue

66

Let the following circular queue can accomodated maximum six 

elements with the folloing data what will happen after ADD"O" 

opertion take place                                                                                    

front = 2      rear = 4                                                                                

queue = _____; L,M,N,__,___.

Front = 2    rear = 5              

queue = 

____;L,M,O,P,__.

front = 3    rear = 5               

queue = 

L,M,N,O,____                                          

front = 3    rear = 

4            queue 

=___; 

L,M,N,O,____                                          

front = 2   rear =4             

queue = 

L,M,N,O,____                                          

Front = 2    rear = 5              

queue = _;L,M,O,P,__.



67
In a queue,if a user tries to remove an element from empty Queue it is 

called________ . 
Underflow Overflow Empty Collection Garbage Collection Underflow

68
In a case of Insertion into a linked queue,a node borrowed from the 

_____list is inserted in the queue .  
AVAIL FRONT  REAR  NONE AVAIL

69 Push ( ) & Pop ( ) function are found in queues lists stacks trees  Stacks

70  Minimum number of queues required for queue implementation 4 3 1 2 2

71 A queue data structure can be used for Expression parsing recursion
resourse 

Allocation 
All resourse Allocation 

72 If Locality is a concern you can use ____traverse the graph. Breadth first search Depth First Search
Either BFS or 

DFS
None None

73 Prefix notation is also known as _________.
Reverse polcy 

Notation 
Reverse Notation polish Notation

polish reverse  

notation
polish Notation

74

In conversion from prefix to past fix using stack data structure ,if 

operator & operands are pushed & popped exactly once,then the run -

time complexity is

O(1) O(n) O(log n ) O(n2) O(n)

75
If queue is implemented using arrays,what would be the worst run 

time complexity of queue & dequeue operation ?
O(n) , O(n) O(n) , O(1) O(1) , O(n) O(1) , O(1) O(1) , O(1)

76 which of the following uses FIFO method ? Queue Stack Hash table BST Queue

77
In C progamming when we remove an item from bottom of the 

stack,then___________.

The stack will be Fall 

down 

stack will 

rearraanged items

it will convert to 

LIFO

This operation is not 

allowed

stack will rearraanged 

items

78
What data structure can be used to check if a syntax has balanced 

parenthesis ?
Queue Tree List Stack Stack

79
______is a pile in which item are added at one end & removed from 

the other .
Stack  Queue List None Queue

80
Which data structure allow deleting data element from inserting at 

rear?
Stacks Queues Dequeue BST Queues

81
A________is a data structure organised data similar to a line in the 

supermarket,where the first one in line is the first one out
Queue linked list Stack lined list Both A & B Neither of them Queue linked list

82
Identify the data structure which allow deletions at both ends of the 

list but insertion at only one end

Input Restricted 

dequeue

Output restricted 

dequeue
Priority queue Stack Input Restricted dequeue

83
In a queue, the initial values of front pointer rare pointer r should be 

____&____ respectively.
0 & 1 0&-1 0&-1 1 & 0 0&-1

84 In a circular queue the value of r will be_______. r = r+1
r=(r+1)%[QUEUE

_SIZE-1]

r=(r+1)% 

QUEUE_SIZE-1

r=(r-1)% 

QUEUE_SIZE-1

r=(r+1)% QUEUE_SIZE-

1

85
What will be the value of top, if there is size of stack STACK- SIZE 

is 5. 
5 6 4 None 4

86 ____is not the operation that can be performed on queue. Insertion Delation Retrival Traversal Traversal

87 Which is/are the application (s) of stack. Function calls
Large Number 

Arithmetic

Evaluation of 

arithmetic 

expression

All of the above All of the above

88
A data structure where elements can be added or removed at either 

end but not in the middle is called_________.
Linked list Stack Queue Dequeue Dequeue

89 When does top value of stack change ? Before Delation 
While checking 

underflow

At the time of 

deletion
After deletion After deletion

90 In apriorty queue,insertion  & deletion takes place at______ . Front,rear end Only at rear end Only at rear end Any position Any position

91 Which of the following is an Application of stack? Finding factorial Tower of Hanoi
Infix to Postfix 

conversion
All of the above All Of the Above



92 Which of the following name does not relate to stack ? LIFO List FIFO list Piles Push -down list FIFO list

93 A Common example of queue is people waiting in line at a _______. Bus stop Movie hall Shopping mall None Bus Stop



Sr No QUESTION A B C D

1

What is the worst case run-time complexity of 

binary search algorithm?
Ο(n2) Ο(nlog n) Ο(n3) Ο(n)

2

 The number of visitors to a website by country is 

an example of ………… Information  
Data

Processed data
Output

3

 Among the following, which is not characteristics 

of information? Timely Accuracy Completeness  Non-Primitive

4

   Input processing and output, these three steps 

constitutes………………..
system development life cycle.

Software development life cycle
Data processing cycle. Revenue cycle.

5

   In processing, the input data is changed to 

produce ……… in a more useful form. Data 
 Information

Primitive data Dynamic data

6

Storing and sorting in contiguous block within file 

on tape is called ………

Direct access file 

organization           

Sequential 

access file 

organization

Index sequential file 

organization

Random access 

file organization

7

Which type of file organization is used in Online 

Transaction Processing System (OLTP)?
Direct access file 

organization Relative file organization

Random access file 

organization

Sequential 

access file 

organization

8

Combining elements of two similar data structures 

to form a new data structure of same type is 

called……………

 Sorting Merging Traversing Updating

9 Which is not primitive data type? Boolean Float Graph Integer

10

The notation Ω (n) is the formal way to express the 

…….. Of an algorithm’s running time.  Upper bound Lower bound
Middle bound Both B and C

11 The graph of constant growth rate is ………. Curve Straight line Horizontal line Vertical line 

12

 Among the following, which is correct example of 

Non-Homogeneous data structure? Array 
String

Graph
Records

13
DASD stands for………………….

Direct access 

storage device 

Device access 

storage device Data access storage device

Data aggregation 

storage device

14 Small-omega is commonly written as …………… Ω ꞷ ᴏ ꝋ

15 Quadratic Growth rate’s graph described by…….. Quadratic curve Horizontal line Parabola Straight line 

University of Mumbai (UoM)
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16 Cubic Growth rate graph grows………….. Faster Significantly slowerSlower significantly faster

17

If there's no base criteria in a recursive program, the 

program will
not be executed.

execute until 

all conditions 

match.

execute infinitely.

obtain 

progressive 

approach

18 What is a memory efficient double linked list?

Each node has 

only one pointer 

to traverse the list 

back and forth

The list has 

breakpoints for 

faster traversal

An auxiliary singly 

linked list acts as a 

helper list to traverse 

through the doubly 

linked list

A doubly linked 

list that uses 

bitwise AND 

operator for 

storing addresses

19

Which of the following is true about linked list

implementation of queue?

In push

operation, if new

nodes are inserted

at the beginning

of linked list,

then in pop

operation, nodes

must be removed

from end

In push

operation, if

new nodes are

inserted at the

beginning, then

in pop

operation, 

nodes must be

removed from

the beginning

In push operation, if

new nodes are

inserted at the end,

then in pop operation,

nodes must be

removed from end

In push 

operation, if new 

nodes are 

inserted at the 

end, then in pop 

operation, nodes 

must be removed 

from beginning

20

Which of these best describes an array?

A data structure 

that shows a 

hierarchical 

behavior

Container of 

objects of 

similar types

Arrays are immutable 

once initialised

Array is not a

data structure

21 . How do you initialize an array _______ int arr[3] = (1,2,3); int arr(3) = {1,2,3};int arr[3] = {1,2,3}; int arr(3) = (1,2,3);

22

Which of the following is the correct way to declare 

a multidimensional array in Java? int[] arr; int arr[[]]; int[][]arr; int[[]] arr;

23 What are the advantages of arrays?

Objects of mixed 

data types can be 

stored

Elements in an 

array cannot be 

sorted

Index of first element 

of an array is 1

Easier to store 

elements of same 

data type

24

Which matrix has most of the elements (not all) as 

Zero? Identity Matrix Unit Matrix Sparse Matrix Zero Matrix

25

________________is measured as the number of 

steps, provided each step consumes constant time.
Time complexity Weight complexity Best complexity Worst complexity



26

___________________is type of file organization.
Advance Data file 

organization

Direct access 

file 

organization

Indexed sequential 

access file 

organization

Both B and C

27

_____________is measured by counting the 

maximum memory space required by the 
Time Factor

Space Factor Priority Factor Small Factor

28

___________is linear list of element and also called 

as FIFO. Stack Array Queue Link List

29

__________of an array size is a must execpt in the 

case of giving values of the time of the declaration declaration     deletion predeclaration predetermination

30

Vectors are a _________container that allow you to 

store pretty much any thing in them.

STL (standard 

template library) 

STL (standard 

template 

language)

SQL (standard query 

library) 

SQL (standard 

query language)

31

_________based multidimensional array provide 

you with more raw access to object. data  pointer element index

32

_______can be saved by logically designing a data 

structure traversing only non-zero elements. storage computing time matrix memory

33

In row major layout, the first row of matrix is 

placed in_____ 

contiguous 

memory

complex 

memory continous memory

compound 

memory

34

 __________basically means the accesing the each 

and every elements of array at least once. sorting traversing inserting  deleting

35

The link performs the same functon as index 

variable use for stepping through a _____________ static array dyanamic array sparse array

multi 

dimensional 

array

36 In array _________ corresponds to the first element. highest element lowest address highest address lowest element

37 In array _________ corresponds to the last element. highest element lowest address highest address lowest element

38

It is possible to __________ an Array during 

declaration. initialize delete sort traverse

39

__________is structured collection of components 

that can be accessed individually by specifying the 

position of components with a single index value.

multi-

dimensional array sparse array one dimensional array array

40

__________ is a process of putting data in order 

either alpahbetically or numerically. initializing deleting sorting   traversing

41

Vectors are a _________container that allow you to 

store pretty much any thing in them.

STL (standard 

template library)  

STL (standard 

template 

language)

SQL (standard query 

library)  

SQL (standard 

query language)



42  In a circular linked list

 Components are 

all linked together 

in some 

sequential 

manner.

There is no 

beginning and 

no end

Components are 

arranged 

hierarchically.

Forward and 

backward 

traversal within 

the list is 

permitted.

43

A linear collection of data elements where the linear 

node is given by means of pointer is called? Linked list Node list Primitive list short list

44

In linked list each node contain minimum of two 

fields. One field is data field to store the data 

second field is?  Pointer to characterPointer to integer Pointer to node pointer to float

45

What would be the asymptotic time complexity to 

add an element in the linked list?  O(1)  O(n) O(n
2
) O(3)

46

The concatenation of two list can performed in O(1) 

time. Which of the following variation of linked list 

can be used? Singly linked list Doubly linked list

Circular doubly 

linked list

Array 

implementation 

of list

47 In doubly linked lists, traversal can be performed? Only in forward directionOnly in reverse direction In both directions

NO traversering 

perform

48

 What kind of linked list is best to answer question 

like “What is the item at position n?”  Singly linked list  Doubly linked listCircular linked list

Array 

implementation 

of linked list

49

Which of the following statements about linked list 

data structure is/are TRUE?

Addition and 

deletion of an 

item to/ from the 

linked list require 

modification of 

the existing 

pointers

The linked list 

pointers do not 

provide an 

efficient way to 

search an item 

in the linked 

list

 Linked list pointers 

always maintain the 

list in ascending order

The linked list 

data structure 

provides an 

efficient way to 

find kth element 

in the list

50

What would be the asymptotic time complexity to 

add a node at the end of singly linked list, if the 

pointer is initially pointing to the head of the list? O(1) O(n) θ (n)  θ (1)

51

In circular linked list, insertion of node requires 

modification of? One pointer Two pointer Three pointer four pointer



52 What is a sparse array?

Data structure for 

representing 

arrays of records

Data structure 

that compactly 

stores bits

An array in which 

most of the elements 

have the same value

An array in 

which memory is 

allocated in run 

time

53

A linear collection of data element given by mean 

of pointer is called ______________. Queue Linked List Graph Stack

54

Which of the following is not a type of Linked List 

?

Hybrid Linked 

List

Circular 

Linked List Doubly Linked List

Singly Linked 

List

55

Linked list data structure offers considerable saving 

in Computational TimeSpace Utilization

Space Utilization and 

Computational Time

Access 

utilization

56 Abstract data structures are________ Tree Graph pointers both Aand B

57 Sparse matrix represented by___________

Triplet 

representation

Primitive 

representation

pointer  

representation Both B and C

58

How many null pointers exist in circular doubly link 

list? 1 2 3 0


